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Introduction
Microclimate Ice & Snow Inc. (MI&S) was retained by Alpine SnowGuards to conduct mock‐up
performance tests for various proprietary snow barrier designs. The purpose of the tests was to
investigate the performance of the snow barriers in a specific metal curtain wall ledge condition that
would typically exist on a modern urban building. MI&S was then asked to comment on performance
and recommend design improvements aimed at increasing performance as well as typical
architectural concerns. To accomplish this, a program of mock‐up performance testing was
proposed and conducted in two separate test sessions. The first session was conducted June 25th
through 27th, followed by the second session conducted August 1st through 4th. Testing was
completed in the Large Climatic Chamber at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology – ACE
facility (UOIT), located in Oshawa, Ontario, Canada (http://ace.uoit.ca/testing‐chambers/large‐
climatic‐chamber.php), which was utilized to simulate winter storm events under controlled
conditions. A mock‐up consisting of an internally heated box outfitted with two curtain wall ledge
conditions was constructed. The 2 ledge conditions were comprised of a 2 degree top surface slope
and a 15 degree top surface slope, where the snow barriers where mounted 2”upslope of the lower
edge. The first test session focused on the performance of a 4‐Bar snow barrier for the two slope
conditions, while the second test session focused on the comparison of a new snow barrier concept
called a Ledge Bracket with Square Bars, that was tested alongside a revised version of the 4‐Bar
Snow Barrier, called a 2‐Bar Snow Barrier. Graphics and photographs of these various configurations
and test results are discussed in the following report and presented in the attached Appendices.
Over the course of the testing, all of the test configurations were exposed to heavy and extreme ice
and snow conditions.
The testing was followed by an experienced based analysis and interpretation of the test results
aimed at providing practical recommendations to improve product performance and market
acceptability. In this regard, the following report has been structured to document the test plan,
observations and analysis, followed by a description of test results and recommendations.

Applicability of Results
In regard to the assessment of ice and snow accumulations on buildings and structures, the
prediction, identification and mitigation of potentially hazardous ice and snow formations is largely
an experience‐based endeavor. Subsequently a best practice analysis of a building design which is
often performed by a microclimate consultant, and typically combines the following aspects:






analysis and interpretation of historical meteorological conditions at the building site;
an experience‐based analysis of the winter microclimate wind flows in the vicinity of the
building (microclimate conditions);
a review of building geometry and details, in context of the predicted winter microclimate;
an assessment of accessibility and/or usage of the building and surrounding site;
a prediction of the local perception of problematic or hazardous ice or snow conditions; and,
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an assessment of the project team and owner’s desired balance of design
modification/physical mitigation versus future reliance on available operational management
strategies, during and after winter storm events.

As there are no building code regulations, industry standards or criteria for assessing a potential
hazard specific related to falling ice and snow or its mitigation, it is difficult to quantify the
acceptability of one (1) mitigation strategy over another. Thus, the only recourse is to apply the best
known practices regarding falling, sliding or windblown ice and snow mitigation and management.
To this end, the ice and snow services documented herein have relied on a collaborative process
between MI&S and Alpine SnowGuards to determine the best course of action in regards to product
performance.
Specific to Mock‐up Performance Testing, it is important to state that mock‐up testing in a test
chamber or environmental laboratory cannot simulate or replicate all external variables, conditions,
and combinations thereof exactly. Consequently, all test results require analysis, interpretation, and
judgement in their application. It is therefore recommended that all results and recommendations
be reviewed in a conservative manner, with final decisions incorporating some magnitude of
conservatism (e.g., safety factor).
It is further important to note that the services documented herein do not pertain to the structural
snow load aspects of building design. The hazards associated with falling, sliding, and windblown ice
and snow are related to the serviceability of the building and are therefore assessed using a shorter
return period or frequency of weather event than that of structural snow loads. This difference in
approach is based on the fact that building designers and building owners are typically not willing to
accept the impact of mitigation strategies that would address less frequent however more severe
events (i.e., modifying the building design). Consequently, the addition of any ice and snow retention
device should be independently reviewed, designed, or specified by a qualified professional engineer.

Mock‐up Design, Test Chamber Layout and Test Plan Preparations
In preparation for the tests two separate heated (i.e., warm) mock‐up boxes were constructed from
wood studs and rigid insulation, each with a different configuration of a 36” deep ledge in a step
profile. After construction the boxes were set side‐by‐side in the test chamber to serve as the mock‐
up, with the right side box containing a 2° sloped ledge top surface and the left side box containing a
15° ledge sloped top surface. To replicate the outer skin of a building each ledge top surface was
outfitted with a 1/8” thick sheet of painted aluminum to simulate the exterior surface of a curtain
wall facade. The mock‐up boxes were then sealed from the outside with silicone caulk and supplied
with a space heater; a separate circulating fan and thermostat to mix air internally and monitor
internal air temperatures (refer to Figure 1 in Appendix A). Air temperature inside the mock‐ups
achieved a slightly conservative average temperature of ~22 degrees C (72 degrees F).
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Figure 2 in Appendix A provides a layout of the mock‐up boxes and equipment within the test
chamber. This includes the approximate location of the snow gun, large box fans and test sensors
during snow making and the configuration of the cameras after snow making (during melting).
To replicate various winter storm conditions during testing, a test plan that simulated typical winter
meteorological conditions was created, calling for applications of snow from the snow gun or chilled
water from a spray nozzle, as well as specific settings and timing of room air flow, radiant energy
(i.e., solar), and air temperature fluctuations. General descriptions of the actions and settings
executed for each of the tests are described in the following Test Results section and the
corresponding Appendices B and C.
Specific to the proprietary snow barriers, prior to testing MI&S completed a review of the initial
proposed snow barrier design, recommending the test configuration for the first test session. MI&S
further instructed the construction, preparation and instrumentation of the test mock‐ups as well as
carried out the test chamber preparation and equipment calibration alongside the UOIT test
coordinators. In preparation for the second test session MI&S reviewed the test results of the first
session with Alpine SnowGuards and presented recommendations for the additional test plans as
well as snow barrier refinement and alternate barrier concepts. Diagrams and photographs for the
completed snow barrier configurations for each test session are provided in Figures 1 and 2 within
Appendices B and C. The details of the test setup and barrier configuration for the first and second
test sessions, along with executed test plan and settings are also provided.
MI&S monitored the testing and advised the laboratory staff as necessary, being present at the test
facility for a majority of the working hours, with the remaining time spent directing and monitoring
remotely.

Test Results
All of the test results are presented in the remaining figures within Appendices B and C respectfully
along with accompanying photographs that show the various stages of testing including initial snow
or ice formation right up to the completion of melt out.
In summary, at no time during the testing was what would be considered a hazardous ice or snow
release observed. However, some snow movement was witnessed during the melting process as
well as ice and icicle formation at the outer drip edge of the ledge condition, beyond the snow
barriers. Thus, it is important to state that snow barriers in general are not intended or designed to
control or manage melt water migration that contributes to ice and icicle production at an edge of a
surface; and therefore consideration regarding melt water management is an important aspect of
any roof or wall design.
Regarding the quality of testing, it is important to note that due to technical errors, some of the
night time test result visual data was lost during the first test session. As a result corrective actions
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were taken and additional test time was afforded by UOIT to rectify the situation for the second test
session.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The following conclusions and recommendations were developed based on the two test sessions
and five tests performed:
Conclusions:








Icicle Production – The snow barriers tested had no observable impact on icicle development
at the lower edge of the surface.
Freezing Rain – An ice formation of limited thickness or during the melting process could
potentially slide beneath the lower bar of the 4‐bar or 2‐bar snow barriers
Snow Retention – Both the 4‐bar and 2‐bar snow barriers collected snow on top of the bars
to varying degrees promoting the development of a melt zone beneath the bars. This zone
was far less developed for the 2‐bar version, however it is believed there would be benefit to
modifying the orientation of the two bars to a profile that aligns with 60 degree angle, similar
to the ledge bracket with the more traditional larger spacing between bars.
Snow Retention – The ledge bracket with Square Bars performed well on both the 2 degree
and 15 degree slopes. The movement that occurred on the 15 degree slope is an indication
that multiple rows should be used on surfaces with depths greater that 2’ to 3’ depending on
the anticipated snow behaviour.
Aesthetics – The ledge bracket mounts could be provided as a continuous extruded bar
bracket (no square bars) that is raised on 3/16” spacers at the connection points. This
simplified profile would provide similar snow and ice sheet protection, however would also
provide less visual obstruction and therefore it could be more favourable to the design
community.

Recommendations:
 Modifying the vertical orientation of the 2‐bar and 4‐bar barrier to a 60 degree angle
alignment is recommended for further investigation.
 Further investigation of the modified 2‐bar and 4‐bar barriers for deeper ledge conditions is
warranted.
 Investigation of the modified 4‐bar, 2‐bar and ledge bracket barriers on ledges steeper than
15 degrees is warranted.
 Further investigation of the ledge bracket as a continuous extruded bar bracket barrier on its
own (no square bars), raised on 3/16” spacers at the connection points, is warranted.
 Further investigation of the ledge bracket in either configuration (i.e., with square bars or as
a continuous extruded bar bracket) for other common curtain wall or facade ledge or
exposed surface is warranted.
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Further investigation of the ledge bracket in either configuration for other deeper ledge
conditions in various patterning of multiple rows is warranted.
Further investigation of the ledge bracket used in a distributed staggered pattern on a larger
ledge surface (i.e., 1‐1/2” or 2” in wide segments) behind a continuous lower barrier, as a
second line of defence, is warranted.

Future Testing Recommendations:
 When comparing two separate devices on a single mock‐up surface as was shown in
Appendix C (i.e., Test 4 and Test 5a and b), a more robust system for separating snow and ice
formations on that single surface is required. Therefore, further investigation and refinement
is recommended.
 To accomplish repeatable testing in the future that is relevant to today’s modern tall and
urban buildings, it is recommended that a more realistic and durable mock‐up support frame
and building/curtain wall assembly be used. This could be accomplished by commissioning a
curtain wall designer and manufacturer along with an engineering machine shop to construct
a modular support frame with heated box that could hold a more accurate and durable
curtain wall assembly that could accommodate various configuration changes and wall
angles.
To conclude, it is important to state that the formation of snow, ice and icicles that have the
potential to release and fall cannot be eliminated entirely. Therefore, in addition to the application of
any snow retention device or devices, a complete ice and snow mitigation effort must include
provisions for melt water management and responsible winter operational management strategies.
We trust that the consulting services provided by MI&S have met your current needs and
expectations. Should you have any questions regarding the recommendations or guidance provided
within this report, or you require clarification of any aspect of the topics / recommendations
presented, please feel free to contact us at any time in the future.

End
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Figure 1
Left = 15 Deg. Slope, 36” Ledge

Right = 2 Deg. Slope, 36” Ledge

Photograph from behind mock‐ups showing the
access door and electrical supply.
Photograph
showing internal
The mock‐up was outfitted with insulated rear

heater and fans.

boxes, heaters and fans; set side‐by‐side in

Internal

the environmental chamber ready for ice and

temperatures

snow.

were monitored
and achieved an
average
temperature of
Snow Gun
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22.5°C (72°F)
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Figure 2
Large Climatic Chamber (LCC) Layout Plan (L 20.8 m x W 6 m x H 5.55m)
Location of ladder and 3rd
camera during melting.

Ladder for camera
mounting during
melting.
Approximate Snow
Gun Position
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Approximate Fan
Positions

Mock‐up boxes side‐by‐
side directly in front of
the dynamometer.

Camera
Placement

Covered dynamometer and
electrical equipment.

Locations of thermocouple sensors:
1. Centre mock‐up mounted to the under‐side of aluminum
drip;
2. Centre mock‐up mounted to the upper surface of the
aluminum just above the test specimen (Proprietary Snow
Barrier);
3. Hanging inside the mock‐ups within the mixed air flow to
measure the internal air temperature of the mock‐ups.
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Plan Sketch Showing Barrier Bracket Locations on the
Top Aluminum Surface for 4‐Bar Snow Barrier Test
(Diagram of one of the two panels constructed.)

Figure 1

48” Panel Width

Rafter Locations for Barrier
Bracket Anchors

36” or 37”
Panel Length

Panel Leading Edge
2”
1” Bent Drip

Inset 4”

Inset 4”
1‐1/2” x 3‐1/2/”
Barrier Bracket
Mounted 2” from leading edge.
October 4, 2018
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4‐Bar Snow Barrier Configuration

Figure 2

Painted Aluminum Cladding

Bent Drip
Painted Insulation
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Thermocouple Protected
by Aluminum Tape
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Test #1 Results

Figure 3
Test #1 (Monday, June 25) – 6” to 7” of snow was
built up on the sloped surface using the snow gun
with rapid melt.
Configuration – 4‐Bar Snow Barrier @ 48” o.c. set 2”
from lower edge.
Result – Snow melted with limited movement,
however snow did not collected under the snow
barrier, thus reducing effectiveness and separating
the upper and lower snow accumulations during
melting (both 2 deg. And 15 deg.).
Observation – As the snow forms on top of the snow
barrier, as apposed to around the barrier, there is
less connection to the roof if a roof edge ice dam or
icicle formation were to occur.
Observation – The interruption of melt water in a
saturated layer of snow could lead to unknown
conditions on a roof edge (i.e., greater icicle
formation).

Saturation layer in
snow pack is separated
with the air gap that
exists below barrier.
October 4, 2018
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Figure 4

Test #2 Results

Test #2 (Tuesday, June 26) – 6” to 6‐1/2” of snow was built
up on the sloped surface using the snow gun, with radiant
from above and a cyclical melt and refreeze during snow
making, with extended melt period after.
Configuration – 4‐Bar Snow Barrier @ 48” o.c. set 2” from
lower edge.
Result – The goal was to allow snow to densify, melt and
refreeze. Results were very similar to previous test, thus
the air gap remained and maybe allowed for a warmer
roof edge.
Snow Density = Approx. 10 lbs/ft3
Observation– Similar to Test #1
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Figure 5

Test #3 Results

Test #3 (Wednesday, June 27) – 6” to 6‐1/2” of snow was
built up on the sloped surface with a cyclical melt and
refreeze during snow making and solar radiant from above
during an extended melt.
Configuration – 4‐Bar Snow Barrier @ 48” o.c. set 2” from
lower edge.
Result – The goal was to allow snow to densify, melt and
refreeze both during accumulation and while melting (solar
influence). Results were very similar to previous test, thus
the air gap remained under the snow barrier, possibly
producing a warmer roof edge condition. Icicles formed at
the base of the 15 deg. Slope on the right side.
Snow Density = Approx. 12 lbs/ft3
Observations – Even with the greater volume of ice the air
gap beneath the barrier was still prevalent.
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Example of Environmental Data During Testing

Figure 6
Air Temp. and Dew Point increase
during equipment defrost.
Roof Surface
under Snow at
Barrier Temps.

Room warmed and solar turned
on to create icicles

Drip at Roof
Edge Temps.

Time

Temperature
Room cooled to make snow
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Plan Sketch Showing Barrier Bracket Locations on Top Aluminum Surface
for Ledge Bracket w/Square Bars and 4‐Bar Snow Barrier Test
(Diagram of one of the two panels constructed.)

Figure 1

48” Panel Width

Rafter Locations
Mock‐up was
modified to include
new rafter locations.

Barrier Brackets
Mounted 2” from
leading edge.

36” or 37”
Panel Length

Location of “Ledge Bracket”

Location of “2‐Bar Barrier”

2”
1” Bent Drip

Centre
Line of
Rafter

Upslope Side
Ledge Bracket
w/Square Bars
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Double Rafter in
Centre of Panel

Centre
Line of
Rafter

Upslope Side
2‐Bar Snow
Barrier
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Figure 2

Snow Barrier Configuration
Painted Aluminum Cladding with
Added Teflon Spray Coating to Ice
Adhesion and Reduce Friction

Ledge Bracket
w/Square Bars
Ledge Bracket
w/Square Bars

2‐Bar Snow
Barrier

2‐Bar Snow
Barrier

Bent Drip

Bent Drip
Painted Insulation
October 4, 2018

Thermocouple that will be
Installed and Protected by
Aluminum Tape
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Figure 3

Test #4 Results

Test #4 (August 1st) – An application of freezing rain
clear ice was deposited and melted over‐night.
Configuration – Ledge Bracket w/Square Bars (left) and
the 2‐Bar Snow Barrier (right) tested on each of the 2
deg. and 15 deg. slopes.
Result – The goal was to produce a thick layer of ice
that was melted out quickly to determine if a sliding
release could occur. No movement during melting was
observed.
Observations – Ice formed on top of and below both
the Ledge Bracket and the 2‐Bar Snow Barrier ultimately
creating a solid connection. Both solutions had no
observable impact on icicle development. It is noted
however that an ice formation during the melting
process or of less thickness could potentially slide
beneath the lower bar of the 2‐Bar Snow Barrier.
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Figure 4

Test #5a Results

Test #5a (August 2nd through 3rd) – An application of 8.5” to 10” of
wet dense snow was deposited and partially melted over‐night.
Configuration – Ledge Bracket w/Square Bars (left) and the 2‐Bar
Barrier (right) tested on each of the 2 deg. and 15 deg. slopes.
Result – The goal was to produce a thick layer of dense wet snow,
then allow the snow to densify with a longer time period of melt and
refreeze (i.e., over‐night). This resulted in a thick ice layer under
hardened snow with some over‐hanging ice and icicles. Some limited
sliding movement of the snowpack was noted for the 15 deg. slope
(refer to video). No hazardous falling ice or snow was observed.
Snow Density ‐ Approx. 22 lbs/ft3
Observations – The ice layer hardened during the freezing period,
however transformed back into slush and icy snow occurred once new
snow was applied in Test #5b. The snow/ice piece on the floor (refer
to photograph below) fell from the lighting fixture on the roof above
the test. Both sets of barriers performed well to retain snow with only
limited movement on the steeper slope (refer to video).
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Test #5b Results

Figure 5
Test #5b (August 3rd through 4th) – A second application of 7” to 8” of wet
dense snow was deposited onto of the remains from the previous day.
Configuration – Ledge Bracket w/Square Bars (left) and the 2‐Bar Barrier (right)
tested on each of the 2 deg. and 15 deg. slopes.
Result – The goal was a thicker ice layer that promoted greater movement on
the steeper sloped surface, however the snow remained behind both snow
barriers and no hazardous ice or snow was observed to fall.
Snow Density ‐ Approx. 14 lbs/ft3 that was deposited on top of previous.
Observations – As the frozen ice layer was thicker due to the increased volume
and density, it was observed to surround the Ledge Bracket barrier fully.
However, during melting it was evident that the 2‐Bar Snow Barrier developed
an open gap below the bars. In comparison, during melting the Ledge Bracket
w/Square Bars barrier seemed to produce a limited gap with more of a slush
zone behind the barrier. This is seen as an advantage as the slush would
refreeze during night time colder temperatures re‐anchoring any snow
accumulation that did not melt completely. This would reduce the potential of
the snowpack separating and releasing the snow downslope of the barrier.
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